List of Major Comp Plan Changes
Section

Pg. 9

D. Where is the MHB
Corridor- Jurisdiction
last sentence
E. Why is the MHB's
Ongoing Work
Important- common
administration, 2nd
para
F. How Does MHB
Perform the taskRole of Local
GovernmentsMang. Tools, #6
paragraph numbers
6-9

Zoning maps are deleted from this Comprehensive Plan and An interactive map is referenced rather than paper
so language was changed to "zoning map link in appendix 3." maps.

Pg. 11

F. How Does MHB
Perform the taskRole of Local
GovernmentsMunicipalities

deleted last sentence under Municipalities section- "Cities
presently setting precedent for other municipalities include
Palisade, Cass Lake, and Little Falls."

The MHB board felt that this is more historical and
not necessarily current.

Pg. 12

F. How Does MHB
Perform the taskRole of Local
GovernmentsTownships

Added Frohn and Bemidji townships and GBAJPB (Northern
Twp) to the list of townships and JPB that currently
administer their own planning and zoning.

updated to reflect current townships that administer
their own zoning.

Pg. 9

Pg. 10

Pg. 10

B. What does the
MHB do?-Powers,
3rd para.

Action
minor editing and changes to reflect current conditions.

Reason

Name
Executive
Summary
Table of
Contents
Pg. 7

Pages renumbered and PART III changed to Appendices.
Many ordinances use this structure and MHB board agreed.
Counties use a process involving site plans and there
Minor changes to sentence structure for clarity. Deleted
reference to Unified Site Plans because this is an understood is no need for duplication with a unified site plan
created by the MHB.
statement and part of the process.

used to say "enhances the Miss. River, corridor lakes and…" Provides clarity that we are talking about the official
Changed to say "Miss. River, corridor Headwaters Lakes" for Headwaters Lakes.
clarity.

specific grants and dollar amounts deleted.

Updated and provided general overview of funding
rather than specific details of what grants and dollar
amounts support the MHB.

Moved number paragraphs 6-9 and pasted them to the front putting the numbered paragraphs together helps
of plan. Deleted para about River Watch. Minor changes to with understanding and flow. RiverWatch data
deleted because that program no longer exists.
#7.

List of
Partners
Pg. 14

List of Partners along Deleted from this section of the Plan and added to Appendix
with funding source 7.
deleted.
Deleted because it is similar to the mission
Part II. Manag.
Deleted vision statement paragraph.
statement and could be confusing to the reader.
Objectives.

Pg. 14

Part II. A.
Significance of
protecting the Miss.
River-

Added 2nd and 3rd para., and shortened the last para. Added- Added paragraphs to emphasize the Miss. river is a
healthy water contributor and provides habitat to
Minneapolis utilizes the Mississippi River as its sole water
source and pumps approximately 21 billion gallons of water many species. Data about Minn. Came from WTDS
each year with 57 million gallons of drinking water each day. website. Shortened last paragraph for brevity.

Pg. 15

Part II.B. Values and
implementation
methods
C.1-C.4 Scientific,
Natural, Historical,
Cultural,
Recreational values

Added sentence at the end

to reflect the Legacy amendment and other
complementary plans.

C.1-C.4 was modified to have a more dominant, statutory
tone. Goals were updated. Added — "Work with local,
county, and state partners to coordinate efforts to protect
the member counties from invasive species." to C.4

Board members wanted it shortened, combined,
summarized, and more "big picture" and
discouraged a multitude of bullet points.
Historic/Cultural values were combined.

Pg. 16

Administrative
Directives

Deleted Administrative Directives from the Comp. Plan.

Board felt this could be placed into the MHB By-laws.

Pg. 17

Part III Modified

Renamed Part III to Appendix 1 Performance Standards

The model ordinance is reflected as Appendix 1
rather than part III. More of a formatting change.

Action: Change section C.2 add "and meet the intent of
Minn. Rules…" Delete last sentence which states "These
regulations are hereby…"

Some counties have received variances from the
DNR to be less restrictive than MR 6120 in their
shoreland ordinances. Adopting MR 6120 by
reference may thus conflict with county ordinances
on items on which the comp plan is silent. Thus,
suggest removing this reference as it is not needed
and possibly causes problems

Compliance section added additional Septic, Wetland
Conservation Act, and Shoreland Management statute
numbers.

These take effect when dealing with shoreland rules.

Pg. 15-16

Hub.- pg 19
Appendix 1,
C.2

Pg. 19

C.2 Compliance

Pg. 20

C.4 Severability and Deleted last sentence under plan amendments on an annual
Plan Amendments basis because this is a continuous process and ESD's bring up
issues as they arise.

Pg. 20

D.2

Pg. 22

F.1 Standards

Revised and inserted link to new MHB interactive map.
Added that paper maps would still be available in the MHB
office.
deleted "New Joint Powers Board"

Pg. 22

F.3

"Existing legal" was added to non-conforming lots.

P. 22

F.3 A Nonconforming lot
definition updated

Pg. 23

combined b),d), and e) from 2002 Comp plan and combined
them into one para.
Added impervious surface performance standards to the
plan.

Demonstrates that legal non conforming lots are
being dealt with at the point of sale.

Pg. 23

F.3 B updated and
date added.
D. Impervious
surface performance
standards

Pg. 23

F.3, D. #1

Change land service specialist to County zoning staff.

County- Not all counties have a title call "land
service specialist."

Pg. 23

F.4 C.

Added last 2 sentences pertaining to the State Archeologist
website and link.

Added "To check for cultural resources, use the state
archeologist..." to provide a process to check for
cultural resources

Pg. 24

F.6

Establishes that this controls are established by the
DNR, not counties.

Pg. 24

F.8 A.

Added "as determined by the MN DNR" to the first sentence
to establish responsibility.
added "and follow state building codes" to identify which
codes apply.

Pg.25

Section G

Kept the USP the same but added "Local Zoning Authorities
will utilize approved existing SPs and findings of fact to
present to the MHB under the following guidelines."

This allows for our USP to be used as a guideline
rather than potentially create a separate form for
counties to fill out.

The interactive map is more user friendly. Paper
maps are still available at the MHB office.
This is a reference to the Greater Bemidji Area JPB
and was relevant to the time it was written.

Lots are still legal if they were recorded on or before
7/1/1992. This helps to clarify.
Updated and date of 7/1/1992 added and combined with b). This helps with understanding what an existing legal
non conforming lot is.

This did not change state law of keeping impervious
under 25%, it just added a process when impervious
standards exceed 25%.

Helps to clarify that construction requirements must
follow state building codes.

Pg. 28

Section H Land Use
Table

Formatted slightly different than 2002 plan and added "These This helps clarify the section because this section
are the uses that the MHB regulates. Any other use shall be was not intended to be a comprehensive list of all
the land use activities that can occur in the Corridor.
regulated by the shoreland ordinance in each individual
county." Deleted "Land uses not listed as permitted or as a
conditional use in this table are not permitted."

Pg. 29-30

Section I.

Kept Public Waters Setback and Subsurface Sewage
Treatment system. Updated private sewage treatment
system name to Subsurface sewage treatment systems to
reflect current language. Domestic water supply and Well
Standards were deleted because it is redundant and covered
by the Dept. of Health. Public sewage treatment systems was
deleted because homes are required to be hooked up to one
if available. Headwaters Alerts were deleted because they
are extra and not normally seen in an ordinance.

pg. 30. I.2

Action: change. Added or follow county ordinance" being
that counties follow the SSTS rules."

helps point out county ordinance as an applicable
rule.

Pg. 30

Section J

J.1 was kept with the addition of “proper stormwater
management must be considered in compliance with state
law in reviews, approvals, and permits.” but J.2 Review
Provisions was deleted because it is a repeat of state law .

J.2 is a repeat of state law.

Pg. 31

Section K.3

Changed title of Grading, filling, alterations in the beds of
public waters to Grading, filling, and Alterations within the
shoreland structure setback.

This is the correct title and what the section is talking
about.

Pg. 32

Section L.1

Added first sentence "The Natural Resources Conservation
Service (NRCS) performs voluntary conservation work."
Changed "county SWCD" reference to "NRCS" to make it
correct. Removed MPCA reference because it is an old
standard.

Pg. 32

Section L.2

Pg. 32-33

Section M

Pg. 34

Section N

Pg. 34-37

Section O

Pg. 39-40

Section R

Accessory structure definition in the glossary was updated to
a more user friendly definition. R.2 resorts C Unified Site Planleft first sentence in for the USP and deleted the rest of the
USP language because it is required to have in a plan anyway.

Pg. 42

Section S

S.2- Docks. deleted middle sentence about proper permits
being obtained from the Comm. of Natural Resources
because this is a known process the zoning authorities follow.

Pg. 43-44

Section T

T.2- reformatted paragraph to letters for easier reading. T.3
Kept first sentence of USP from the 2002 plan and deleted
the rest. T.5- Added Conservation Development (CD) to the
existing PUDs, CICs, and CHUs title, and added CD to
T.5A,C,&3f.

Combined new and existing feedlots title into one standard
and changed last sentence. New animal feedlots are defined
by state rules and 7020 states that a new animal feedlot or
manure storage structure must not be constructed within a
floodplain or within 300 feet of a sinkhole. Changed county
feedlot officer to MPCA because not all counties have a
feedlot officer.
added link and language to first paragraph to bring it up to
date. Removed second paragraph on vegetation
management because it is a repeat of MN Forest Resource
Council manual. Renumbered Plan requirements. M.2
deleted i-iv because they are required by the MFRC manual.
N.2 last paragraph was deleted (A transmission utility
crossing…) because it is in state statute N.3 Satisfaction of
Standards was deleted because the PUC covers this with
essential services.
Deleted in O.2 the phrase "and certified by the MHB" in 2nd
para because of redundancy. O.3 reformatted and according
to outline design.

Conservation development is similar to clustering
homes together with a common view shed or has
conservation Best Management Practices involved in
the design. The MHB will allow for this type of
practice.

Pg. 44-48

Section U

Section U.1&2- retained language of land ownership in U.1
and copy and pasted any land exchange sentences to U.2.
Added “local counties should be the decision maker…” to
U.2. Some sentences were reworded and restructured for
flow but didn’t change the meaning.

Pg. 49

Section V.5

Changed the word hardship to practical difficulty and
updated the definition to MN Statute 394.27, subd. 7

Practical difficulty is the term we use now rather
than hardship.

Glossary

updated Accessory Structure and Water Orientated
Accessory structure definition

provided a better definition that gives examples so
the reader can understand the definition better.

